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Abmac-OrIhqonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) mod- 
ulatlon, adopted by the L%@tal Video Broadcasting (DVB-T) standard, has 
been remgniml for its good performance for high data rate wireless com- 
munications. Therelore, the study ofthe robust transmission of multimedia 
data over OFDM system bas attracted e d d v e  research interests. In the 
past, channel eslimation, which is an important asp& in OFDM systems, 
has not been exploited for multimedia transmission. When using the block 
training based channel estimation, OFDM data blocks experience unequal 
decodii error rate due to the imprecision of channel ertimatian. We use 
this property l a  provide unequal error prot&ion(UEP) for transmission 
of SPMT coded images. Compared with the systems using pilot training 
channel estimation schemes, which are " m e n d e d  in the DVB-T stan- 
dard, the proposed scheme improves the PSNR of reconstmcled images by 
up to MB. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation 

has been adopted by many wireless multimedia transmission stan- 
dards, such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and digital video 
broadcasting @VB-T) [11[21, due to its desirable properties. The 
OFDM modulation can transform frequency selective fading channel 
into a set of parallel Rat fading subchannels, facilitating high data rate 
transmission without employing complex equalization schemes. 

Channel estimation, required by coherent signal detection, bas a sig- 
nificant impact on the performance of the OFDM receivers. The cham 
ne1 estimation techniques can be divided into two categories: blind 
merho&, where channel information is estimated directly from data 
signals, and training methods, where channel information is estimated 
from training sequences or pilot symbols that are known by the re- 
ceiver. Compared with blind methods, training methods usually pro- 
vide more accurate estimation at the expense of bandwidth overhead 
to transmit training data[3]. 

The training methods can be further divided into two groups based 
on the arrangement of the training symbols. In case of the first group, 
the pilot training methods, the pilot symbols are inserted among the 
data symbols and the path gains of the subchannels are estimated us- 
ing interpolation. The second popular training scheme is the block 
training method, where data and training symbols are transmitted in 
separate OFDM blocks. Currently, the DVB-T standards recommend 
pilot training techniques for channel estimation. 

When using block training schemes, the channel estimation error 
may vary considerably as a function of the location of the data blocks 
with respect to the training blocks. This will result in a periodic vari- 
ation of the decoding error rares for different OFDM blocks. On 
the other band, the pilot training techniques can eliminate this vari- 
ation, and therefore all OFDM data blocks experience approximately 

the same error rate. Since the error rate of pilot training schemes is 
higher than the lowest error rate which can be achieved hy block train- 
ing methods, the block training methods provide the opportunity to 
protect the data with high importancdpriority by transmitting them at 
the positions where the error rate is low, while transmitting less im- 
porlant data at the positions where the error rates are higher. As a 
consequence, the pilot training methods are more suitable for generic 
data transmission, but they may not be suitable for multimedia data 
transmission. 

In this paper, we propose a scheme that uses the error rate varia- 
tion of the block training method to provide Unequal Error Protection 
(UEP) for the transmission of images over wireless channels. To the 
best of our knowledge, the properties of channel estimation have not 
been exploited for the transmission of multimedia data. Funhermore. 
we compare the quality of the delivered images using pilot training 
scheme and the proposed block training UEP scheme. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we intro- 
duce the OFDM system and briefly review the block training and pilot 
training channel estimation methods. In Section m, the unequal emr  
property of block training channel estimation schemes is investigated. 
?he UEP scheme for the transmission of progressively coded images is 
described in Section N, followed by the simulation results in Section 
V and the conclusion in Section VI. 

11. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN OFDM SYSTEMS 

A block diagram of an OFDM transmitter and receiver is illustrated 
in Figure 1. The input data are first arranged into blocks and mapped 
to a set of complex constellation points  XI,^, . . . , X N , ~ } .  where k 
is the index of the OFDM blocks and N is the block length. Modu- 
lation is implemented as the N-point Inverse Discrete Fourier Trans- 
form (IDET), followed by cyclic prefix insertion and parallel-to-serial 
(P/S) conversion. Since the cyclic prefix eliminates the interference 
between both adjacent blocks and adjacent symbols, the frequency se- 
lective channel becomes a set of flat fading subchannels. In this case, 
the received signal can be expressed as: 

l ' , ,k = H , , k X , , k  + W i , k ,  i = 1 , '. . ,N (1) 

where H,,k represents the channel gain of the ith subchannel in the 
ICth block l ' , ,k is the output after Discrete Fourier Transform (DET) at 
the receiver, and W;,k is additive white Gaussian noise with mean zero 
and variance 0'. 

After the DFT, the one-lap equalizer takes the estimated channel pa- 
rameters H i , k  and the receivedsignals l',,*, and produces the estimates 
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It is clear that the channel estimation error plays an important role in 
the overall performance of the communication system. 

Figure 2(a) shows the training pattern of the block training scheme. 
In this case, an OFDM block is either a training block or a data block. 
All the symbols in the training blocks are known by the receiver and 
used to estimate the channel parameters for the suhchannels. When 
decoding a data block, the receiver uses the channel information esti- 
mated from nearby training blocks. Since the channel is time-varying, 
the data blocks that are closer to the training blocks are decoded using 
more accurate channel information, and experience less errors. On the 
other hand, data blocks that are farther from the training block and de- 
coded using less accurate channel information will have higher error 
rateS. 

One example training pattern for the pilot training scheme is illus- 
trated in Figure 2(b). When using this method, training pilots are in- 
serted in OFDM blocks and used to help the receiver to obtain temporal 
estimates of the subchannel gains at the pilot symbol locations. The 
channel parameters for other snbchannels are then obtained through 
interpolation. To simplify the analysis, we only focus on frequency 
domain interpolation in this paper. Training pilots are inserted in ev- 
ery OFDM block and interpolation is applied only within the block. 

111. UNEQUAL ERROR PROPERTY OF BLOCK-TRAINING BASED 
CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEMES 

As discussed in the previous section, there is a periodic variation in 
the hit error rate when using block training channel estimation tech- 
niques. We use M to represent the number of data blocks between two 

(a) (b) 
e Training Pilot . Data 1.1 OFDM block 

Fig. 2. Typical Training Pauems for coherent channel estimation 

training blocks, and { p (  k )  , k = 1 ,2 ,  . . . , M }  to represent the average 
bit error rate @ER) of the kfh data block after the training block. In 
this work, each data block is assumed to be decoded using the channel 
parameters estimated from the nearest previous training block. The 
typical values of p(k) are shown in Figure 3 for Qpical Urbancnl) 
delay profile[4] (see Figure 4) with different Doppler frequency and 
channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The average error rate of pilot 
training channel estimation schemes, denoted by bp, is represented by 
straight Lines in Figure 3. 

The comparisons in Figure 3 lead to three observations. First, the 
lowest error rate which can be achieved by using block training is 
lower than the average error rate of pilot training, i.e. p(1) < b,. 
This property indicates that the pilot training has the potential to pro- 
vide stronger protection for certain potion of the data. Second. when 
channel changes fast Wgh Doppler frequency), the worst error rate of 
block training is much larger than bp. This is because block-training 
cannot mck the changes in channel conditions as efficiently as the 
pilot training scheme. Thud, pilot training does not perform well at 
lower channel SNR, while block training is more robust to channel 
noise. 

For generic data transmission, the block training has advantages of 
combating frequency selective fading, and pilot training has advan- 
tages of tracking the temporal variation of the channel. In the past, 
these two mining schemes are not compared for the transmission 
of multimedia bit stream. In the following sections, we propose an 
UEP scheme for the transmission of multimedia bit stream in OFDM 
systems using block training channel estimation techniques, and then 
compare the proposed scheme with the pilot training which do not have 
the unequal error property. 

Iv. PRIORITY TRANSMISSION 
When using block training, UEP can be achieved by transmitting the 

data with high priority or importance near the training blocks. Such an 
UEP scheme shall be calledpriorify rronsm'ssion 0. The F T  scheme 
can be used in any general multimedia transmission scenario. In this 
paper, we provide a particular example using SPIHT [5 ]  ccded images. 

The output of the SPIHT encoder is progressive such that wherever 
the transmission stops or an error occurs, the received data can be used 
to reconsuuct an image with certain quality. The more data is received, 
the better the quality of the reconstructed images is. The SPRIT bit- 
stream can be divided into substreams, and each of them contains the 
information of one bit plane . Figure 5 illustrates two ways to trans- 
mit the SPIHT bitstream in OFDM systems, where the substream with 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Averaged bit ermr rate of OFDM data blocks be- 
tween block wining and pilot traininp. (a) TU delay profile, Doppler fre- 
quency 4OHz. channel SNR=15dEI; (b) TU delay profile, Doppler frequency 
ICQHz, channel SNR=ISdE% (c) TU delay profile, Doppler frequency 40Hr. 
channel SNR=lOdB (d) TU delay profile. Doppler frequency IWHz, channel 
SNR=lOdB 

Fig. 4. Typical Urban (TU) Delay prohle, where 7% is the delay of the ith path 
in Multipath Rayleigh fading channel model. 

higher index is considered to be more important to the decoder. Al- 
though the bits within one bit plane also have different importance [6 ] ,  
we do not apply UEF' witbin a bit plane. 

As shown in the upper part of Figure 5 ,  in the regular transmission 
scenario, the data is sent in its natural order and the unequal error prop- 
erty of the channel is not exploited. When the priority transmission is 
implemented, the transmitter rearranges the input data according to 
their importance in such a way that data with higher importance are 
transmitted closer to the training blocks. As illustrated in the lower 
part of Figure 5, the most important bit plane is always transmitted im- 
mediately after the training blocks. Since the training panem usually 
does not change during the transmission, only a small amount of side 
information on reordering needs to be sent to the receiver at the begin- 
ning of transmission such that the decoder can assemble the received 
data back to the original order. In addition, the delay introduced by PT 
can be easily limited by rearranging the transmission order witbin the 
delay constraint. 

There are many other ways to provide UEP to the transmission of 
progressive images. One of the most popular methods is to apply for- 
ward error correction (FEC) codes with different coding rates accord- 
ing to the importance of data [6][7]. Compared with the FEC based 
methods, the proposed scheme has the advantages of not introducing 
redundancy to transmission and easy implementation. In addition, the 
proposed scheme can work together with FEC based methods when 

... 

Fig. 5. Priority Transmission far S P m  encoded Images 

the coding rates are chosen considering both the variation of p(k) and 
the importance of data. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The IransmissiaO of SPIHT encoded images was simulated in 
OFDM systems for different channel SNRs. The input was the 512 
by 512 Lena image source encoded at data rate of 1 bit per pixel (bpp). 
The OFDM block length was 128 with a 16 symbol long cyclic pre- 
fix, and the bandwidth was 8OOkHz. QPSK modulation was used for 
all subchannels. Typical urban delay profile (Figure 4) with Doppler 
frequency of 40Hz and IOOHz was used to simulate the multi-path 
fading channel: The channel coding was chosen to be a (28.14) punc- 
turedlshonened Reed-Solomon code. 

?\Noimage transmission systems were simulated. In the fint system, 
the block training channel estimation technique was used together with 
the PT scheme described in Section IV. The block training was imple- 
mented by sending one training block in every 8 OFDM blocks. The 
second system employed pilot training channel estimation by sending 
one training pilot in every 8 subchannels in each OFDM block, so 
the two schemes send the same amount of training data. The chan- 
nel estimation techniques proposed in 131 were used, and time-domain 
interpolation was not applied to either scheme, 

The average peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR) of the reconsuucted 
images for different channel S N R  is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
When the Doppler frequency is 40Hz. the system using block train- 
ing with PT performs better than the system using pilot training when 
channel SNR is less than 23dB. For higher channel SNR, the pilot 
training performs better. Since training symbols are sent at every sub- 
channel when using block training and are sent only at a subset of 
subchannels when using pilot training, the block training can estimate 
the frequency selective wireless fading channel better than pilot train- 
ing in the presence of strong channel noise. This is the reaon why 
block training has better performance in low and moderate channel 
S N R  region. However, block training cannot track the changes of the 
channel between two training blocks, which results in performance 
degradation in the high channel S N R  region. In case of 40Hz Doppler 
frequency, the performance curves intersect at 23dB. while in case of 
IOOHz Doppler frequency, the intersection is at 18dB. which verifies 
our argument. 
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison for Doppler frequency lWHz 

The above performance curves show that the proposed system can 
achieve performance gain up to 2dB in the moderate channel SNR 
region, where the most realistic wireless systems operate. Figure 8 
shows the reconsuucted images when the channel S N R  is 20dB. The 
proposed scheme also achieves better perceptual quality. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a scheme to exploit the error rate variation of 
the block training channel estimation methods to provide UEP for mul- 
timedia transmission. The mast important advantage of this scheme is 
that it does not require any bandwidth overhead or any additional re- 
dundancy. Since DVB-T standards recommend pilot maining that can 
eliminated the variation of the errorrates, the proposed scheme is com- 
pared with the systems using pilot training for different channel SNR 
and Doppler frequency. A performance gain of up to 2dB in the PSNR 
of the reconsuucted images is achieved at the moderate channel SNR 
region. 
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